Dadi Janki 9.5.08 - Om Shanti Bhawan
The Secrets of Staying Happy
How do we reach the stage where our happiness never decreases, no matter what happens? The more we
spend our time in a worthwhile way, the greater is our happiness. Let me never forget that happiness is my
personal property given to me by my dearest Father, and no one can touch or lessen it, without me allowing
it to happen. Baba has made us this promise: When you believe that whatever you have belongs to Baba,
Baba says the same in return. Having received this full right to Baba's property and treasures, I cannot just
be content with having the treasure; I need to ensure that I am using it well and not simply locking it up. Let
me use my treasures for myself and
then donate them; that alone will increase them
Those who stay in a bhatti constantly remain happy. In a bhatti, the soul becomes strong and fearless. The
stronger the bricks become in a bhatti (furnace), the stronger is the foundation of the building. As I, the
soul, become stronger, my character automatically becomes more elevated.
People of the world are talking about destruction. How blessed are we that Baba has prepared us before
destruction comes. There is no fear or insecurity for Baba's children, as our Baba has taught us the art of
performing elevated actions and thereby the method of accumulating our fortune for all time. Brahma Baba
taught us by example and his greatest teachings are: samarpan (surrender), swaha (sacrifice the self and
all that I have in Baba's task, so that not even an old sanskar remains hidden) and safal karna (use every
breath and thought in a worthwhile way). We have the faith
that Baba has created this bhatti in order to protect His worthy children. My elevated actions will bring me
benefit in this birth and earn me fruits for the future too.
What effort do we have to make? Brahma Baba did everything and today we are experiencing the reward
of his sacrifice. How can we ever have the slightest feeling of arrogance of giving or doing anything for
Baba? Children who are equal to Brahma Baba will never think of keeping extra money aside, when they
could be using it in service today; needless insecurity about their own future will not prevent them from
creating their fortune. Rather than hoard your treasures, look at the opportunities Baba is giving you. Use
them and share them with others.
No one can hamper my effort-making; my obstacles are actually creation of my own mind, my laziness, my
living in the past etc. We have extraordinary examples in front of us - Baba, Mama, the Dadis and Dadas.
So let me not act helpless and incapable of making effort; let me be grown up and mature and fly ahead.
Om shanti.

DADI JANKI am 11.5.08 GCH (by phone from Madhuban)
By being obedient and faithful we get so many chances and, by taking these up, we
become wise chancellors…
Om Shanti. Good morning. Are we all happy? are we becoming the holiest and the highest? We are the
children of God and we have to create sanskars like Brahma, the mother. Our sweet mother gives

teachings but in her sweetness there is love merged… and together with that love there are teachings
merged. Baba gives His orders and if we are not able to follow His orders, He gives teachings. Baba
continues to give teachings daily and, together with His sustenance, He makes us strong. We become
obedient because of Baba's spiritual love and as He gives teachings we follow and move along. As we
become faithful to Baba, we enjoy the study and find it very beneficial.
When there is honesty we are able to imbibe the bhavna, feeling for God, and create this feeling of love for
God in others too. By being obedient we become light and follow Baba's orders, where there is so much
benefit.
By being obedient and faithful we get so many chances and, by taking these up, we become wise
chancellors… So to qualify for this we must become obedient and faithful. It is when the intellect is
small, there are little complaints that we don't get chances ,but when we take the chances that Baba gives
us we become wise chancellors. When we check and change ourselves we become wise.
At present there is a programme, in Madhuban, with jurists, judges, lawyers and barristers and Dadi was
saying to them that when one has the virtue of being honest and following God's instructions then one is
able to make the right decision. They were saying that they do have the power to discern yet they weren't
necessarily making the right decisions. Yet we, according to God's laws are able to make the right
decisions. We have become Baba's children and taken His lap and having done so we follow God's laws.
As we become Baba's worthy children we follow His orders accurately. We have died from the old world
and having died alive we have now this new life, become light and inspire others to have a life like ours.
In all four directions souls have nothing but sorrow in their lives; in all four directions Baba's children have
nothing but happiness in their lives and so what do we have to do….chase away the sorrow from other's
lives and give the donation of happiness.
We are the children of GyanSurya…. we just have to stay in the embodiment of the Sun of Knowledge and
spread the rays of the Sun of Knowledge all around. We are now standing at the Confluence Age, at the
end of one revolution and about to start the new cycle; at the point of going to the land of peace and then
coming down to the land of happiness and we are showing this direction to everyone.
Baba says 'stabilize in the centre of the forehead, consider yourself a soul, and then give knowledge to
others.' Consider yourself standing at the Confluence Age and then show others the direction. As we
stand at the Confluence Age it is easy to show others the directions…people are watching us and
wondering who it is who is giving directions and showing us the path.
(Sudeshdidi does everything that Baba instructs and that happiness reflects on her face, because she is
happy in her heart).
Everyone should have, as the children of God, all four ornaments that Vishnu holds.
Om Shanti

